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Word Problems Sum to 10 Hollywood Themed

1. At a Hollywood event, there are 5 rows of seats, with each row containing 
   2 chairs. How many chairs are there in total?

                                               Answer: _____

2. A movie premiere is decorated with 8 gold balloons and 2 silver balloons. 
    How many balloons are there in total?

                                               Answer: _____

3. At an autograph session, a Hollywood star signs 3 autographs for fans. If 
    they do this for 2 days, how many autographs do they sign in total?

                                               Answer: _____

4. A moviegoer can choose between 5 different snacks at the concession 
    stand. If they can choose 1 snack, how many possible combinations of 
    snacks can they get?

                                               Answer: _____

5. A movie premiere starts in 5 minutes. If the countdown starts from 10, 
    how many seconds until the movie begins?

                                               Answer: _____

6. A movie marathon consists of 3 films, each lasting 2 hours. How many 
    hours will the entire marathon take?

                                               Answer: _____
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1. A director has 9 scenes to choose from for the final cut of a movie. If they
   can only include 4 scenes, how many scenes will be left out?

                                               Answer: _____

2. The Hollywood Walk of Fame receives 7 new celebrity stars this year. If 
    they already have 3, how many more stars do they need to reach 10?

                                               Answer: _____

3. An actress needs to change into 6 different outfits for a Hollywood event. 
    If she has already changed into 4, how many more outfits does she need to 
    wear?

                                               Answer: _____

4. A panel of judges is voting for the best actor. If each judge can give a 
    score from 1 to 10, and the actor's average score is 8.5, how many judges 
    are likely voting?

                                               Answer: _____

5. A Hollywood actress has 9 dresses to choose from for a red carpet event. 
    If she has already worn 3 of them, how many dresses does she have left to 
    choose from?
                                               Answer: _____

6. The iconic Hollywood sign has 9 lights. If 1 of the lights goes out, how many 
     lights are still lit up?

                                               Answer: _____


